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ENVIRONMENTAL DATASHEET 

 
 PRODUCT COMPOSITION 

WINTER WRUP-CYCLING 
 
WINTER WRUP-CYCLING revives recycled materials into high-quality coverings. 
This upcycling process has been developed by WINTER & COMPANY. It allows to recycle 
valuable raw materials, ensures that they are used for high-quality products and do not 
end up as waste. WINTER WRUP-CYCLING was applied to the production of WINTAN® 
NATURAL. 
 
Tannery waste fibres are transformed into a durable cover material.   
The surface finish of WINTAN® NATURAL consists of a leather pattern applied with an 
embossing plate under high pressure. This process does not change the overall 
composition of the material. It is necessary to even out and condense the product. 
Furthermore, it gives the otherwise open surface a degree of seal and smoothness. 
WINTAN® NATURAL is entirely free of solvents. 
 
WINTER WRUP-CYCLING reduces the environmental impact further by manufacturing 
long lasting cover materials. 

 

 

WASTE EQUIVALENT 
 
The use of tannery waste is an effective way to reduce the environmental impact. The 
recycling process produces a new product in a continuous roll form, true to the 
characteristics of real leather. At the same time saving a significant amount of waste that 
would otherwise have gone to landfill.  

                                 

       ~ 40 kg (dry fibre)         =                       100 m  
         Tannery Waste                        WINTAN® NATURAL 

NATURAL 



 

POST-INDUSTRIAL WASTE 
 
WINTAN® NATURAL contains 79% of post-industrial waste. 
Leather as a by-product of the food chain is the first process of using a waste product. 
During the process of tanning and refining the leather skins, the pre-tanned wet blue 
cowhides generate leather waste fibres. WINTAN® NATURAL uses this process waste 
and therefore helps to save resources. 

 

 

REACH  
 

WINTAN® NATURAL does not contain any of the substances currently listed as SVHC’s 
(Substances of Very High Concern) under REACH. 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals is a European 
Union regulation dating from 18 December 2006. REACH addresses the production and 
use of chemical substances, and their potential impacts on both human health and the 
environment. 

 

 

UN GLOBAL COMPACT 
 
WINTER & COMPANY confirms that the supply chain of WINTAN® NATURAL is 
committed to the business practices of UN Global Compact. 
The UN Global Compact is the world's largest corporate sustainability (a.k.a. corporate 
social responsibility) initiative with 13000 corporate participants and other stakeholders 
over 170 countries with two objectives: "Mainstream the ten principles in business 
activities around the world" and "Catalyse actions in support of broader UN goals, such as 
the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s).   

 

 

OEKO-TEX® LEATHER STANDARD 
 
WINTAN® NATURAL is produced according to the LEATHER STANDARD by OEKO-
TEX®. The standard is a worldwide consistent, independent testing and certification 
system for leather and leather articles of all levels of production. For the leather 
materials the conditions and criteria of the latest valid LEATHER STANDARD by OEKO-
TEX® are applied, for non-leather components contained (e.g. textile materials, metallic 
accessories etc.) the requirements of the latest valid STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® 
have to be met. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

GLOBAL RECYCLED STANDARD 
 
WINTAN® NATURAL is GRS certified. The Global Recycled Standard (GRS) is an 
international, voluntary standard that sets requirements for third-party certification of 
recycled input and chain of custody. The shared goal of the standard is to increase the use 
of recycled materials. The GRS includes additional criteria for social and environmental 
processing requirements and chemical restrictions. 

 

 

 

CPSIA 
 
WINTAN® NATURAL is CPSIA compliant. The Consumer Product Safety Improvement 
Act of 2008 is a United law. It imposes new requirements on manufacturers of apparel, 
shoes, personal care products, accessories and jewellery, home furnishings, bedding, 
toys, electronics and video games, books, school supplies, educational materials and 
science kits. 

 

 

                  Update : 01.2022 

88% GRS Recycled Leather 
CERTIFIED BY CU 1107066 
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